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If the World
T20 success in 2007
gave medium-pacer
Joginder Sharma the
status of a sporting hero,
the ongoing coronavirus
pandemic has made him a
frontline warrior against the
virus.
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Sportstar collaborated with
some of India’s elite sportspersons –
from Leander Paes to Kapil Dev,
P. T. Usha, Harbhajan Singh, Anju Bobby
George, Bhaichung Bhutia and others –
to urge our readers to play it safe.
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❝

Our rst priority, our principle, the one
we will use for our competitions and en
courage everyone to follow is that health
comes rst. I cannot stress this enough.
No match, no competition, no league is
worth risking a single human life... If we
have to wait a little longer we must do so.
It’s better to wait a little bit longer than
to take any risks.
— FIFA president Gianni Infantino, adding that world
football’s governing body would be able to help financially
national federations during the coronavirus pandemic.

Tokyo Olympics CEO hints games could be in doubt even in 2021
As the coronavirus spreads in Japan, the chief executive of the Tokyo Games said on
April 10 he can’t guarantee the postponed Olympics will be staged next year — even with
a 16month delay. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe issued an emergency declaration
in the second week of April to battle the virus, putting the country under restrictions after
it seemed it had avoided the spread. “I don’t think anyone would be able to say if it is
going to be possible to get it under control by next July or not,” Tokyo organizing
committee CEO Toshiro Muto said, speaking through an interpreter at a news conference
conducted remotely. “We’re certainly are not in a position to give you a clear answer.”
The Olympics were postponed in March with a new opening set for July 23, 2021,
followed by the Paralympics on August 24. Abe has been criticised for being slow to act
against the coronavirus. Opposition political leaders have suggested he downplayed the
severity of the virus and have said it may have been tied to wanting to hold the Olympics
this year. Muto was asked several times about the added costs of postponing, which has
been estimated by Japanese media at between $2 billion and $6 billion. He said it was
too soon to know the price tag and who would pay. He also acknowledged that Tokyo
Olympic organisers had taken out insurance.

❝

Nobody knows when we can go back to
playing in total safety: talking about Au
gust, September, November is all hypo
thetical, we can’t bang our heads against
the wall for something that maybe won’t
even happen because we could even
start next year... If we manage to start
again in August, we’ll save three Slams
and six Masters 1000, otherwise the
problems will increase tenfold. There is a
great concern, many questions — when
will we play again? — and few answers,
nobody knows when we will be able to
resume. One thing is certain, we immedi
ately chose health and safety as our
primary strategy.
— ATP chairman Andrea Gaudenzi remaining optimistic
the tennis season could resume in August but warned that
not being able to play again this year was a possibility due to
the coronavirus.
4

Buttler’s World Cup nal shirt raises £65,000
England wicketkeeper Jos Buttler raised more than £65,000 ($80,000) to help ght the
coronavirus by auctioning o his World Cup nal shirt. Buttler’s shirt, which he wore when
completing the lastball runout that saw England beat New Zealand at Lord’s last year, was sold to
raise money for specialist heart and lung centres provided by the Royal Brompton and Hareeld
hospitals in London. Buttler, who earlier in the showpiece match had hit a fty and batted in the
Super Over, had put his longsleeve keeping jersey up for sale on eBay. By the time the auction
closed, the shirt had attracted 82 bids with the winner paying £65,100. “It’s a very special shirt but
I think it takes on extra meaning with it being able to hopefully go to the emergency cause,” said
Buttler.
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Tour de France postponed

Athletes already qualied for Tokyo Games to keep spots
About 6,500 athletes who already have earned their spots for the Tokyo Games are in
for 2021 under redrawn qualifying regulations published by the International Olympic
Committee. The IOC released its rewritten roadmap for qualifying for the games, which
were rescheduled due to the coronavirus. They’ll be held July 23 through August 8 next
year. The new deadline for qualifying is June 29, 2021, and entry lists are due a week later.
Individual international sports federations will still be in charge of their qualifying
procedures. Many sports allow athletes to qualify by compiling results over a series of
events. The IOC urged the federations to nd a balance between protecting those athletes
who were close to qualifying based on the previous 2020 deadlines and also ensuring the
best athletes at the Olympic Games by taking into consideration performances in 2021. The
IOC announcement conrmed reports last week that the sports had agreed to let athletes
keep spots they already had earned. It claried a number of points, including the need for
boxing to relax a rule that sets the top age in the sport at 40. It also requires sports such as
gymnastics to decide whether to allow athletes who would’ve been too young to compete
in 2020 to try to be eligible for 2021.

The Tour de France will take place from August 29 to
September 20, organisers announced on April 15, postponing
the race originally slated to start on June 27. The new dates, the
latest ever for the Tour founded in 1903, follow French President
Emmanuel Macron’s extension of a ban on public gatherings
until midJuly. While the news comes as a relief to professional
cycling teams and fans, it moves the threeweek race out of its
traditional slot during the summer holidays where festive
roadside crowds of around 12 million would be expected. As a
result of the date switch, the Spanish threeweek cycling tour La
Vuelta a España scheduled for August 14 to September 6 is also
likely to be rearranged.

US Soccer gender discrimination lawsuit delayed

Half of F1 grid furlough sta after Haas move
Haas became the latest Formula One outt to furlough sta, meaning half of the grid’s teams
have put workers on enforced absence as the coronavirus pandemic hits hard, reports claimed. The
ocial Formula 1 website said that Haas has placed the majority of its UKbased sta on furlough. It
joined McLaren, Williams, Racing Point and Renault in taking such a decision. By the second week
of April, nine of the scheduled 22 races in the world championship have either been cancelled or
postponed. The earliest the season can now start is at the French Grand Prix on June 28.
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The trial date for the gender discrimination lawsuit
brought by US women players against the US Soccer Federation
has been pushed from May 5 to June 16. US District Judge Gary
Klausner issued the order postponing the trial on April 8 after
both parties sought guidance on preparing in the face of the
coronavirus pandemic. California governor Gavin Newsom has
issued a statewide stayathome order in a bid to slow the
spread of the virus. Klausner also pushed back a pretrial
conference scheduled for April 20 to June 1. Players for the US
women’s national team sued the federation last year alleging
gender discrimination, demanding $66 million in back pay
under the Equal Pay and the Civil Rights Act. They claim they
have not been paid fairly compared to players on the men’s
national team – a claim the federation has denied. US Soccer
sparked outrage in March with language in a legal ling in the
case that the job of playing on the men’s team required “greater
skill based on speed and strength” than the women displayed,
and that playing on the men’s team carried greater responsibil
ity. After an outcry from US women stars and sponsors, the
federation apologised, and Carlos Cordeiro resigned as US
Soccer president.
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Words of wisdom...
With sports — and life in general — at a standstill globally due to the coronavirus pandemic, safety, for
individuals as well as communities, is the byword. In these testing times, it is doubly dicult for elite
sportspersons, whose lives revolve around travelling the world and spending large amounts of time
outdoors, to adhere to the lockdown guidelines. Yet, they make sacrices to ensure their own safety as
well as that of others.
Maintain personal hygiene, work with the authorities concerned — doctors, nurses, other health
workers, the police — who are striving to ght the pandemic, stay inside your homes, follow the
governments’ guidelines, and maintain social distancing... Sportstar collaborated with some of India’s elite
sportspersons — from Leander Paes to Kapil Dev, P. T. Usha, Harbhajan Singh, Anju Bobby George,
Bhaichung Bhutia and others — to urge our readers to play it safe.
Leander Paes, former world No. 1 doubles tennis player
Here’s hoping that all you stay safe, happy and peaceful. It is
imperative for us to all practise social distancing and stay at home to
make sure that this COVID19 virus does not spread through our
communities. Take this time to enjoy quality family time with your
parents, your siblings and your children. And also get into your
tness routine, whether it is doing housework, cooking, yoga, med
itation, breathing – take the time to do your tness at home.
Personally, I’d like to thank all the doctors, nurses, caregivers,
grocery men and women, and the police for going on the front lines
and protecting our communities. From me and all the citizens of our
country, a big thank you.

Abhinav Bindra, Olympic gold medalwinning shooter
It is a challenging time for the sports community, and it is going
to be important for the community to come together and take care
of its most vulnerable participants to ensure their welfare and safety
and livelihoods at a very dicult time. It is a responsibility every
athlete and sport federation should take with utmost seriousness
and commitment.

Kiren Rijiju, union minister of state for youth aairs and
sports
As a country, we are putting all our might to contain the corona
pandemic, and I urge all of you to strictly follow the lockdown.
Please stay at home and keep yourself and your loved ones safe. Stay
home, stay safe.
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Kapil Dev, 1983 World Cupwinning captain
Sat Sri Akaal, namaskar. Be it doctors, nurses, police personnel
or government workers, I pray with all my heart that their eorts
don’t go waste. These are dicult times, but our strength can help
us overcome this hardship. All I want to say is stay safe. Play it safe.
Our country is strong.

Viswanathan Anand, former chess world champion
Just as how it is in chess, when you are halfway through, pa
tience becomes even more essential. So, be cautious, stay at home,
stay positive. Play it safe.

P. T. Usha, Olympian athlete
Dear friends, the whole world is under the spell of the dangerous
pandemic disease called coronavirus. We all still have to run our
own competitions in this life journey. In this run, we have to jump
many hurdles. Let’s all prepare ourselves for this. How? Wash our
hands with soap and water frequently and, if needed, use hand
sanitisers and maintain social distance. Always cover your nose and
mouth while sneezing. If you observe any symptoms, please do
contact the nearby health centre. Remember, protection is
prevention.

Anju Bobby George, Olympian athlete
Namaskaaram. This is Anju Bobby George. Today, each one of us
is going through testing times, which never in our dreams we
thought we would go through. Look at the trauma that people are
experiencing throughout the world, in our country...in our own
Kerala. We need to stand up against this and ght as one against this
emergency. Whatever we can do, we need to do. Whatever the
government is asking us to do, we need to obey. Understand that
this will benet our society, our people, and each and every one
whom we love and care about. Today, our own Kerala is a role model
for the world. By curing 92 and 95yearold people, our social
service has become a role model for the whole world. At this
juncture, what we can do for our society is stay at home, obey what
the government is asking us to do, follow social distancing, main
tain personal hygiene. It may seem a little dicult, but treat this as a
service to the nation. We hope we, our country and this world will
overcome this crisis. Let us unite and stand up against this crisis!
SPORTSTAR
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Irfan Pathan, former India international cricketer
In such an hour of crisis, it is imperative that we listen to the
authorities and do as they say. I request everyone to not gather
around at night in large numbers... That’s the only way we can ght
this pandemic.

Bhaichung Bhutia, former India football captain
Requesting all to stay safe. Stay inside the house. Maintain
government of India and state guidelines. Maintain social distance.
And we all should come together to ght this virus and we will win.

Harbhajan Singh, India international cricketer
Sat Sri Akaal, my friends. I have come to make a small plea to
you. Our Prime Minister has requested us to stay indoors so that we
can stop the coronavirus from spreading. It is a small request from
him. Please improve your behaviour towards out doctors. Please
cooperate with the police. Please assist the authorities who are
engaged in eradicating this virus from the planet. The only way we
can support all of them is by staying inside the house. We need your
support. I hope you won’t disappoint not just me, but yourself, too.
Keep your environs clean, stay healthy and safe with your dear ones.
Pray for everyone.

P. Gopichand, chief national badminton coach and 2001 All
England champion
The whole world is locked down because of this coronavirus
pandemic. We, as Indian citizens, should understand our respons
ibility. Stay home. Play it safe.

Ekta Bhyan, champion parathlete
I hope you all are safe and staying at home. Today, we all are
facing a very challenging time due to the coronavirus outbreak. But
please have faith that we will surely come out of it. The only solution
to this problem is that we need to stay at home. It is the only way
that we can ght it and beat it. Staying at home, we can do so many
things. We need to stay active and healthy. We can do exercises,
yoga and pursue our hobbies. So, I request you all to follow the
guidelines issued by the government: stay at home, practise social
distancing and wash your hands regularly. Stay healthy, stay at
home and play it safe.
8
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Vijender Singh, Olympic bronze medalwinning boxer
I hope you all are doing okay. As you know, this pandemic called
coronavirus is a threat to the whole world. Please ensure you all stay
inside and don’t go out. Try spending as much as possible with your
family. Play any games of your choice, train, watch TV, or read. Do
whatever, but do not go out because this war is one you can win only
by staying at home. If you want India to win this ght, you need to
stay home.

Dilip Tirkey, former India hockey international
Today, the entire world is aected by the coronavirus pandemic.
Whether it’s Italy or America, thousands of people have died. I
believe the reason being the people there didn’t maintain social
distancing. I would like to request the people of my Sundargarh
district (in Odisha) to not take the coronavirus lightly. Kindly follow
the guidelines issued by the central and state governments. If you
do not follow social distancing, then the coronovirus will come to
you. If we maintain distance, the coronavirus can be kept away from
us. If you are going to the marketplace, please maintain social
distancing. Stay indoors, stay at peace. If not now, then never.

A. Sharath Kamal, ninetime national champion and
Olympian table tennis player
Many sports events have been cancelled or postponed due to the
coronavirus pandemic. And as you all know, even the Olympics has
been postponed by a year. I feel this lockdown is very important. My
opinion is that it is a very important move and that is why we are
able to ght this pandemic. We’re able to keep the numbers (of
aected people low). People are also staying home and staying safe.
At the same time, we have to spread positivity. There’s a lot of
rumours and negativity spreading...and also due to the current
situation there is a lot of negativity in the air. As far as we can, we
must remain positive and must keep those close to us positive, too.

Sunil Joshi, former India international cricketer
In these times of COVID19, please wash your hands repeatedly.
Every 15 minutes. Eat homecooked food because it’s good for your
immunity. Sleep well. And be responsible. Our people in Karnataka
have shown immense responsibility and we should appreciate that.
The doctors, nurses, health professionals, garbage collectors...we
need to thank them all because the reason why we are comfortable
inside our homes is because they are outside. Please stay home. Stay
t and exercise because it helps in building positivity. You need that
energy because this is not the time to get bogged down. We need to
ght. However much we do by staying indoors will complement the
eorts of those outside.
SPORTSTAR
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Current lockdown = Oseason life
Every athlete has to understand that when they stop training, the body
regresses to that of a normal human being. With the loss of training and
scheduled diets, the performance and strength of the athlete will decline.

Keeping track:

Monitor your
exercise data using
a Fitbit, Garmin
devices, mobile
phones or
smartwatches.
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
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E

very athlete has a season and an o
season. The onseason is a hectic
schedule of training and competitions.
During the oseason, athletes take a
break, maybe a short vacation of 715 days,
and during this period they go o training,
eat with abandon, switch o their minds,
and shut down everything else that frames
them into a specic mode to become an

elite performer. For the rst time in our
lives, we are facing an enforced lockdown
due to the coronavirus. With the postpone
ment of the Olympics and the sporting cal
endars of all sports, there is a huge
upheaval in the schedule of training of
many athletes. This lockdown requires a
new mindset change in the athletes.
Every athlete has to understand that
when they stop training, the body regresses
to that of a normal human being. With the
loss of training and scheduled diets, the
performance and strength of the athlete
will decline. They will move into a meta
bolic downgrade of lesser calorie expendit
ure, loss of muscle mass, fat gain as well as
mitochondrial reduction in their cells.
The coronavirus has put an unpreced
ented lockdown on all athletes globally.
Many athletes are rejoicing at this lock
down as for the rst time in years they are
getting a break. Even elite athletes do not
see such extended breaks unless they are
injured. To do nothing but just relax, train a
little bit and just take a chill pill and watch
some Netix.
Over the last 1015 days, I have been
counselling online all the athletes on
private nutrition sessions. I have dis
covered that many athletes have put to
gether their workout regimes under their
strengthandconditioning coaches. These
workouts invariably are in the connement
of their homes with limited exposure to
worldclass equipment. Hence, these
workouts are very basic and the calorie ex
penditures are not at the insanely high
levels of their routine intense athletic on
season regimes. Workouts normally range
from onetwo hours in the morning and
onetwo hours hours in the evening.
The exercise data from their smart
watches are indicating that athletes have
lowered their energy expenditure to as low
MAY 2, 2020
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as onefth of their peak competition train
ing phase. However, this lowered energy
expenditure has not changed athletes’ ap
petites. Many athletes are complaining to
me about how they are feeling hungrier at
home.
They are surrounded by their loved
ones, especially their mothers and wives
who are now pampering them with dishes
because they are no longer training and
therefore do not need to follow a sports
diet. So, many athletes are giving in to their
snacking choices during the day despite be
ing in a lockdown where there are limits on
the availability of food. However, the avail
ability of junk food such as chips, biscuits,
chocolates and other unhealthy snacks are
unlimited in this period of anxiety and
stress. Athletes are unaware that nibbling
on such junk food over a period days con
tributes to increased fat reserves in their
bodies due to lower calorie expenditure
from the inability to train aggressively.
Another phenomenon that I found out
during my nutrition counselling is the
delayed sleep pattern. Athletes are now
sleeping much later as they do not have to
get up at the crack of dawn to get to their
training sessions at 5am or 6am. With the
advent of better technology, athletes are
hooked on to their satellite and Internet TV
services such as Netix. Athletes proudly
confess their ability to binge watch three
four movies in a day as they have nothing
else to do. This advent of sleeping very late
has begun to aect the fat reserves in my
athletes. I am sure that when the athletes
make a comeback and I measure their body
fat percentage at my clinic, I will see an
increment of anywhere between 1 percent
and 5 percent body fat percentage gain in
this period. In fact, athletes who have a
weighing scale at home are already report
ing a 25 percent increment in body weight.
This is very alarming for me as a sports
nutritionist because the athletes are:
• Not exercising enough,
• Eating the wrong foods or overeating
or over snacking, and
• Going to sleep very late.
All of the above result in the release of
the hormone cortisol. This hormone con
trols the storage of fat in the human body
SPORTSTAR
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and will be the biggest dilemma on an ath
lete’s return after the lockdown.
The solutions are simple:
• Start walking 10km a day. Walk to the
local grocery store and back. Walk when
taking on a phone call. Watch a Netix
documentary while doing slow skipping.
• Eat less. Use a small bowl to measure
your carbohydrate intake (rice, roti,
potato, pasta, Maggi).
• Try to eat more vegetarian food and
salads. I love cucumber and carrot sticks
with chaat masala.
• Use less cooking oil and fat.
• Avoid all junk food. If you do eat
some, eat only a small bowl or two
tablespoons at the most.
• Exercise at the highest intensity
without slacking o.
• Monitor your exercise data using a
Fitbit, Garmin devices, mobile phones
or smartwatches. Fix a 1,200calorie
burn every day. Any less and you will
come back slower and fatter.
• Enrol online with a sports nutri
tionist for a lockdown or oseason
sports diet plan.
There are many positives in this lock
down. Athletes are resting. They are
bonding with their loved ones. They are
helping out at home with chores. A few
elite athletes have gone forward and taken
the decision to enrol in online courses in
online learning platforms Coursera and
Udemy to better their skills sets. Some of
the courses taken include skills sets in
developing communication, public speak
ing, Internet marketing, nutrition, exer
cise trainer certications as well as life
skills of business as many sportspersons
have ambitions of becoming entrepren
eurs after retirement.
This situation will pass. When you
win, it isn’t always a winning streak. You
fall down. You lose your top spot. But if
you focus and be positive, you will prevail.
This is just a passing time in our lives. It
will pass and there will be golden days
again. Let us prepare to soar when we are
back at work. The work of winning! •

❝

I am sure that
when the
athletes make
a comeback
and I measure
their body fat
percentage at
my clinic, I will
see an
increment of
anywhere
between 1
percent and 5
percent body
fat percentage
gain in this
period. In fact,
athletes who
have a
weighing scale
at home are
already
reporting a 2-5
percent
increment in
body weight.

JTHE AUTHOR IS CHIEF SPORTS NUTRITIONIST AT
QUA NUTRITION CLINICS. WRITE TO HIM AT
RYAN@QUANUTRITION.COM.
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Clinching it: India’s
M.S. Dhoni hitting
the winning six in
the ICC Cricket
World Cup nal
match between
India and Sri Lanka
at the Wankhede
Stadium in Mumbai
on April 02, 2011.
K. R. DEEPAK

Flashback: A World Cup giftwrapped
for Tendulkar
The Indian team scripted a glittering chapter in its cricketing history as
Sachin Tendulkar’s dream of winning a World Cup nally came true.
12
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O

n Saturday, April 2, 2011, against the
backdrop of an emotionallycharged
Wankhede Stadium, India went on to
win the coveted World Cup after 28 years
with a sixwicket win over Sri Lanka.
The M. S. Dhoniled side scripted a glit
tering chapter in its cricketing history as
Master Blaster Sachin Tendulkar’s dream of
winning a World Cup nally came true.
Chasing a sti 275, Gautam Gambhir made
an invaluable 97 and Dhoni played a cap
tain’s knock of an unbeaten 91 to send a
billion people into a frenzy.
Dhoni smoking Nuwan Kulasekara over
longon remains a sight to behold. But,
there were many twists and turns before the
celebrations could begin and continue till
the wee hours of Sunday.

2003 World Cup nal, Zaheer Khan came up
with an inspiring spell, bowling three con
secutive maidens before accounting for the
scalp of Upul Tharanga.

A look at how the nal unfolded.

Jayawardene classic
Mahela Jayawardene rose to the occa
sion with a classy century, but was unfortu
nate to end up on the losing side. It was his
unrued play that allowed Sri Lanka to
keep surging ahead and dominate the In
dian attack. Jayawardene oozed class with
some exquisite strokes on either side of the
wicket. If the drives were sumptuous, a
cheeky paddle stroke showed Jayawardene’s
intent. Sri Lanka wanted one of its premier

Confusion at the toss
There was confusion at the toss as Ku
mar Sangakkara’s call went unheard in the
din of a boisterous Wankhede crowd. In the
second instance, Sangakkara called the coin
right and opted to bat.
Zaheer starts with a bang
Having been at the receiving end at the
SPORTSTAR
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Dilshan’s moment
Sangakkara then joined Tillekaratne
Dilshan and the duo started the repair job. S.
Sreesanth released the pressure with some
erratic bowling. Soon, Dilshan’s 500th run
in the tournament was up and Sri Lanka was
up and running.

On top of the
world: The Indian

team members
celebrate after
being crowned the
World Champions.
K. R. DEEPAK

Harbhajan strikes
Though bowling under pressure, Har
bhajan Singh broke the stand as he removed
the wellset Dilshan and Sri Lanka had lost a
wicket at a crucial juncture.
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Doing it for daddy: Master Blaster Sachin Tendulkar’s dream of winning the World Cup came true on that
momentous day and his teammates chaired him around the eld as part of the victory celebrations.
GETTY IMAGES

batsmen to score big and the former skipper
took charge on the big stage.
Yuvraj breaks through
The introduction of Yuvraj Singh saw Sri
Lanka lose its skipper, Sangakkara, as the
leftarm spinner broke the 62run stand,
much to the home side’s relief. However,
Thilan Samaraweera and Jayawardene
14

forged a 57run partnership. Just when
things were looking bright for the Islanders,
Yuvraj struck again, this time with the
wicket of Samaraweera.
The late blitz
India might have thought it had tied
down Sri Lanka, but Nuwan Kulasekara and
Thisara Perera went on the counterattack.
MAY 2, 2020
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The till then economical Zaheer was taken
to the cleaners and Jayawardene punched
the air in delight upon reaching his century.
Sri Lanka clobbered 63 runs in the batting
Powerplay to post 274 for six.
The chase
In a World Cup nal, there is an added
pressure when it comes to chasing. And In
dia stumbled early to send shivers in the
dressing room as well in the galleries. Lasith
Malinga left the Wankhede Stadium
stunned and some fans in tears as he re
moved Virender Sehwag and Sachin Ten
dulkar early. Sri Lanka was o to a perfect
start as Tendulkar walked back, dejected.
Kohli comes to the fore
It was an acid test for the young Virat
Kohli. However, batting in a World Cup nal
along with seniorpro Gambhir, Kohli was
up to the task. The leftright combination
hummed for India as the duo brought up the
100. However, an athletic Dilshan took a
brilliant return catch to pack o Kohli and
break the 83run stand.
Enter Dhoni
An inform Yuvraj Singh was made to sit
in the change room as skipper Dhoni walked
out at No. 5. With a wellset Gambhir for
company, the skipper was a man on a mis
sion and though struggling for runs, de
livered when it mattered the most. With his
icecool attitude, Dhoni forged a 109run
stand with Gambhir as the Lankans saw the
Cup slowly slip away.

Gambhir misses ton
Gambhir was on course to register a
magnicent hundred. But a rush of adren
alin saw the southpaw being castled by Per
era for a wellmade 97 o 122 deliveries.
Although he missed the ton, Gambhir had
done his job.

The final script
With 52 required from as many deliver
ies, Yuvraj joined Dhoni and the duo, with
minimal risks, started to take India closer to
victory. A six over the point region from
Dhoni and couple of fours eased the pres
sure. With 16 required o 18, Dhoni dis
patched Malinga for a couple of fours and
the crowd was condent that it was about to
witness history.
SPORTSTAR
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And nally, a billion dreams came true
when Dhoni clobbered Kulasekara for a six
o the second ball of the 49th over. The
Indian players rushed into the eld and
sprinted towards Dhoni to celebrate.
Tendulkar’s dream came true and as
Virat Kohli summed up, “Tendulkar has car
ried the burden of the nation for 21 years; It
was time we carried him.”
Chak de India! •

Unsung hero:

Gautam Gambhir’s
superb knock of 97
paved the way for
an Indian triumph.
K. R. DEEPAK
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The fruits of living in the present
In a chat with Sportstar, Zaheer Khan, the key bowler in India’s World Cup
triumph in 2011, speaks of the most momentous day of his cricket career.
VIJAY LOKAPALLY
Moment to cherish:

“No doubt about it.
Absolutely. It was
one of the most
momentous days
of every squad
member’s life. I can
say that with full
condence,” said
Zaheer Khan of
India’s 2011 World
Cup triumph. AP
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Z

aheer Khan, like other members of the
Indian team, woke up to live a dream. It
was the day of the 2011 World Cup nal
at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai. The
tournament had progressed as planned for
India and it was Zaheer’s second nal after
the heartbreaking loss to Australia in 2003
at the Wanderers in Johannesburg.
India had decided to take the eld with
the belief that this was going to be 'the' day.
Victories against Australia and Pakistan in
the knockout stage had prepared the players
mentally to give their best. And they did just
that to stop Sri Lanka from winning a second
World Cup crown.
In a chat with Sportstar, Zaheer Khan,

the key bowler in India’s triumph, speaks of
the most momentous day of his cricket
career.
What are your memories of the rst
half of the match?
First of all, we lost the toss and we were
bowling rst. There was a little controversy
at the toss, which surprisingly, I was not
even aware of. Who won the toss? And that
was something which I got to know later,
which I had no idea of when I was bowling. I
was completely in my zone. And you know,
teams like to bat rst in a highpressure
nal. So both the teams were wanting to bat
rst. I was personally just in that zone of
MAY 2, 2020
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staying in the present. I wanted to stay in
the present and not let the emotions get the
better of me. And, for me, I had my personal
experience of the 2003 nal to guide me
through this. You know, how emotions can
get the better of you.
What was on your mind?
I was more determined from that point of
view and as soon as the National Anthem
was over it was about going out there and
staying in the present. I was in that zone and
the rst 10 overs were superb. It was a very,
very hot and humid Mumbai afternoon. For
anyone to sustain through that was going to
be an uphill task. In nals, I always knew
that it’s important to set the tone right. To
start the nals well. For me, bowling those
three maiden overs and taking that wicket
(Tharanga) without really giving any run
was amazing.
I was just focusing on that, and, building
it from there and making sure that others
also were continuing with that. I remember
someone like Munaf (Patel) was there at the
other end to support me. Sreesanth was also
there, but he was struggling with the heat. I
had to keep motivating him through that
process because he had not been a part of
the World Cup playing XI up until that
SPORTSTAR
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point. It was an injury (to Ashish Nehra)
which made a place for him in the team. And
that was not easy on him, especially without
having played a single game in a tourna
ment with that kind of pressure. So, we were
trying to be more understanding of that fact
and motivating him.
What was the plan in the initial stages?
It was about keeping the pressure going.
Mahela (Jayawardene) was playing well in
the middle overs. He put the pressure back
on the bowlers, but we were getting the
wickets from the other end. So that was the
important thing. Yuvi’s (Yuvraj Singh)
middle overs spell was also very crucial. If
I’m not mistaken he got two wickets in the
middle overs. We knew how threatening
Mahela can be. Mahela’s innings in that
nal was remarkable under pressure. It
came at a time when his team needed it.
They were struggling because (Tillekaratne)
Dilshan and (Upul) Tharanga both were out
pretty quickly and also (Kumar) Sangakkara.

Valuable: “He

(Yuvraj Singh) was
superb right
through the World
Cup. He was
almost able to
bowl his quota of
overs throughout
the tournament.
He gave us that
balance of the fth
bowler we used to
always talk about
and also provided
an overall balance
to the playing 11.”
AFP

Sri Lanka was only 31 for one in the
rst 10 overs, but they progressed well
in the next 20.
That’s what I was talking about. Mahela was
the only one who could have taken Sri Lanka
17
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Pep talk:

“Sreesanth was
struggling with the
heat. I had to keep
motivating him
through that
process because
he had not been a
part of the World
Cup playing XI up
until that point. It
was an injury (to
Ashish Nehra)
which made a
place for him in the
team.” REUTERS

to a good score. We had to get him out, but
you know that's how the game goes. I think
overall, it was a great wicket to bat on. It was
also established that it was good bowling
that was keeping us in the game.
At the halfway stage Sri Lanka was
only 105 for two. As the key bowler,
what kind of strategy did you have in
mind and what were you telling your
colleagues on the eld?
Usually, in the shorter format, the runrate
pressure also gets you wickets. It was im
portant to keep things tight, and that was
the discussion during the drinks break or
when a wicket fell. We wanted to nish
strong and sustain the pressure right till the
50th over and not relax.
At the end of 40 overs, with a score of
183 for ve, did you have things under
control?
Yes, of course. Like I mentioned, it was a
great batting wicket. It was a typical
Wankhede highscoring pitch. It was just
that we were able to keep the pressure on

18

the Sri Lankans till the 40th over. That was
the gist of that fact. They were scoring at
four and a half runs an over.
Yuvraj Singh chipping in with 10 overs.
How would you assess his contribution?
He was superb right through the World Cup.
He was almost able to bowl his quota of
overs throughout the tournament. He gave
us that balance of the fth bowler we used to
always talk about and also provided an over
all balance to the playing 11.
What did you learn from the 2003
World Cup nal? What did you tell
yourself not to do?
Like I told you, being in control of the emo
tions because a nal can be overwhelming.
Finals can get those emotions out: about
what can happen if we win the nals. And
what can happen if we lose? They are very
strong emotions. During the 2003 World
Cup, I was just a young kid coming to the
international level, reaching the nals,
playing against an opposition which was
very strong and experienced. Australia had
MAY 2, 2020
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a lot of matchwinners in that playing el
even. 2003 was thinking this was going to
happen if we win the World Cup. It would be
huge, you know. It had not happened since
’83. The country is going to go crazy and
everyone is expecting us to win. So all those
kinds of things also put you under pressure.
When you do something wrong or if you
don’t get the rhythm going then comes the
pressure of what is going to happen if we
lose. So, I think it’s a pendulum swing this
way and that and the only way to stop it is by
staying in the present. You’ve to be able to
block yourself out from these thoughts. If
you are staying in the present and just ob
serving what the game is, and just reacting
to that, these things get simpler. I think that
was the experience and learning of 2003
that I applied to 2011.
What do you remember as the most
striking part of the Indian batting after
losing wickets early?
The partnership of Gautam (Gambhir) and
Virat (Kohli) to start with and then M. S.
Dhoni and Gautam. The nerves were there
and you didn’t want anything to go against
SPORTSTAR
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us at that stage because cricket is tricky and
funny and the loss of one wicket can alter
everything. So it was about hoping and
wishing that these two (MSD and Gautam)
didn’t leave it to anyone else to nish it.
How did you celebrate?
What I remember is a feeling of relief. That
is something which comes to my mind very
clearly. Everyone was relieved because
there was a lot expected of us. The whole
team had been building up towards winning
the World Cup. A lot of the guys were not
possibly going to be a part of the next World
Cup. If you remember, the talk before the
2011 World Cup was about this squad win
ning the tournament. If we missed this, it
may not happen very soon. I think we all
knew that. We’ve not disappointed anyone;
we wanted it badly and we got it.

Superb knock: Sri

Lankan batsmen
Mahela
Jayawardene and
Nuwan Kulasekara
(left) cross for a
single. “Mahela’s
innings in that nal
was remarkable
under pressure. It
came at a time
when his team
needed it,” said
Zaheer. K. R. DEEPAK

Was it the most momentous day of your
life?
No doubt about it. Absolutely. It was one of
the most momentous days of every squad
member’s life. I can say that with full
condence. •
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Success mantra:

Positiveness gave
us the World Cup
as we didn’t bother
as to which team
or player we were
playing.
K. PICHUMANI

Getting everything right with
the leftright!
The World Cup 2011 triumph at the Wankhede Stadium came as the
culmination of the hard work Suresh Raina put in to make it to the India
team. Here, he takes us through the chase under floodlights.
VIJAY LOKAPALLY

S

uresh Raina was born three years after
India’s momentous World Cup win at
Lord’s in 1983. He grew up listening to
stories of that epic triumph and nurtured a
dream of holding the Cup someday as he
took his early steps in cricket. He suered
hardships, like staying away from home, in
chasing his goals. The stay in the Kanpur
Sports Hostel steeled him and contributed
to making Raina a committed player.
The triumph at the Wankhede Stadium
came as the culmination of the hard work
20

he put in to make it to the India team. That
the Cup was won in the company of Sachin
Tendulkar was a special moment for the
entire team.
Raina takes Sportstar through the chase
under oodlights.
How did you prepare for the nal
before going to the ground?
I think everyone got together. We used to
have a strong guy from South Africa – Mike
Horn. He used to give us a lot of motiva
MAY 2, 2020
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tional talk towards how to prepare oneself,
how to be positive, how to sleep. He really
put us in a positive frame of mind and gave
us that extra space to play big nals.
And Sachin also was a mentor for all the
players. He told us, ‘Tomorrow’s a big nal,
we all need to get together, think positive
because we have beaten Australia in the
quarternals. We have beaten Pakistan in
the seminals. This is one more game and
we really, really need to go out there and
just express ourselves. Don't think about
winning and losing. Just go out there and
enjoy the hundred overs.’ In the evening
we had a meeting with coach Gary
(Kirsten). Gary and Sachin were very
positive.
What about M. S. Dhoni?
MS always believed himself on the ground.
He always did each and everything really,
really well. I still remember when we had
the toss, some confusion was there. (Ku
mar) Sangakkara’s call was not audible and
the match referee said, ‘Let’s do it again.’
A panic button was on in the dressing
room and Sachin came up to all of us and
said, ‘Don’t worry about the toss. It’s not in
our hands. Even if they score 300 plus we're
gonna chase the total.’ So the only worry
SPORTSTAR
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ing factor was the dew.
How important was India’s batting
depth?
Our batting depth was really crucial after
we lost our openers (Sehwag and Ten
dulkar) early. The turning point was
Gautam Gambhir and his rotation of the
strike with Virat (Kohli). That set up the
tone for us. Both the players knew we had a
leftright combination down the line. Yuv
raj was there. I was there. MS was there.
The only worry about MS was that he
had not been performing in the whole
World Cup. But, I knew he would denitely
deliver in the nal. He said to Gary ‘Look, I
have played so many practice sessions with
(Muttiah) Muralitharan and he really,
really knows me as a person and he will
denitely press the panic button. I think
that was a masterstroke from MS after Virat
got out. Dhoni came ahead of Yuvraj and
had a brilliant partnership with Gautam,
making things easier for Yuvraj, who was in
the form of his life.

Triumphant: “I feel

a lot of blessings
were there for us
throughout the
tournament.
Everyone was
praying for us. And
some God power
took us to the
winning position!,”
said Raina. REUTERS

India was chasing 275 to win. So what
was discussed in the dressing room
before Sehwag and Tendulkar walked
out to bat?
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(Nuwan) Kulasekara. The game was on.
Virat went in at the fall of Sachin and
was batting really, really well, taking a lot
of singles.
When Dhoni walked in ahead of Yuvraj,
I thought this is really, really the changing
moment for us. Dhoni then started hitting
Muralitharan and his promotion in the bat
ting order was a masterstroke.
What was the main strength of India’s
chase that day?
I think it was a good chase because of the
leftright combinations. When Virat and
Gautam were in, the Lankans didn’t know
where to bowl. The dew had also come in.
Virat and Gautam also played spin very
well, taking a lot of singles. Eventually,
Perera came on and Kulasekara was also
bowling. Then Malinga bowled two overs
because they wanted a breakthrough. But
both the batsmen did really well and in
2022 overs they soaked up the pressure,
making things easier for us.

With the best:

“While MS (Dhoni)
always believed
himself on the
ground, Sachin
(Tendulkar) was a
mentor for all the
players,” said
Raina. THE HINDU
PHOTO LIBRARY
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We didn’t decide anything. The
calmness was there, the seriousness was
there when we nished elding. We came
back, we all took a shower. Then suddenly
the umpires were walking in.
Viru paaji disappointed, falling in just
two balls to (Lasith) Malinga. Sachin paaji
played two beautiful ondrives (*one on
drive and one cut shot) against Kulasekara
and then he also got out.
When Gautam went in one drop, he had
a determined look and I thought something
big was going to come that day. He is a
ghter and I have seen him batting a lot of
times in the Tests, OneDayers and Ranji
Trophy also. I was talking to Sreesanth or
Piyush (Chawla) and said he is going to
make a big dierence today.
Gautam played (Thisara) Perera
through midwicket and I think square cut

You were padded up when Dhoni and
Yuvraj were in the middle. So, what
was going on in your mind?
Even when Gautam and Virat were batting,
Yuvi was padded up. Then, suddenly, Virat
got out. Viru bhai, I think, told Gary that we
should continue with the same leftright
combination. Then MS went in and Gautam
got out after they had forged a century
stand. Yuvi paa then replaced Gautam. So,
the leftright combination gave us a lot of
headup against Sri Lanka.
Sri Lanka has appeared in the nals of
many ICC trophies and knows how to play
the big matches. But as we were playing at
home we knew the conditions very well.
Gautam was playing like a champion.
He was getting the singles and doubles,
defending and hitting the ball really well.
Every ball he was middling and that gave us
a lot of condence in the dressing room.
When Gambhir got out at 223 India was
still some distance away. Was there any
sense of anxiety?
No, because it was only 5055 runs. Be
cause that was the plan. Gautam and MS
batted till long and we wanted to keep
wickets in hand. As MS was already settled
when Gautam got out and Yuvi paa was in
full form, I knew the 50 runs wouldn’t mat
ter. We only needed to be positive, take the
responsibility and make partnerships and
MAY 2, 2020
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not mistakes.
Positiveness gave us the World Cup as
we didn’t bother as to which team or player
we were playing. The Vande Mataram song
which came in between our partnerships
made me believe that this was our World
Cup. When only 2025 runs were left and
with Yuvi paa and then Dhoni hitting
boundaries we knew we were going to win.
Zaheer Khan talked of too many
expectations and too much pressure of
winning the World Cup because from
the beginning of the tournament it was
said that India will win. When India
won the Cup what were your thoughts,
your immediate thoughts?
Zaheer bhai was Sachin Tendulkar for us in
the bowling department. Each and every
time the other team had a partnership he
got us a breakthrough. He was coming and
giving us a breakthrough. I think that set
the tone.
You will see that whenever we batted
second we chased less than 300 because
that was the key. In 2011, we were scoring
330, 340.
Zaheer, Ashish (Nehra) and then Munaf
(Patel) also bowled well. Zaheer was the
captain of the bowling department. Dhoni
or Sachin, no one told him anything. He
was setting the eld for every bowler and
giving them lots of boost. Whatever the
plan, he was asking them to bowl according
to the eld. I think that made us believe
that we were a good bowling lineup. And a
great batting lineup too, to just go out
there and win the World Cup.
Can you tell us about your match
winning innings against Australia in
the quarternal?
Viru bhai told me, ‘I think you will be get
ting a chance and you will be nishing it.’
Sachin was also telling me, ‘Suresh, this is
your game.’
And I was already pumped up. I
thought, I am gonna go there and whatever
experience I have, I will nish this match.
Yuvi paa was already there and I told him,
“Yuvi paa just keep hanging there.” I hit a
six o Brett Lee and Yuvi paa said ‘Don’t
play like this Suresh.’ I walked up to Yuvi
paa and said the ball looks so big. Just let
me play. I will not make any mistake. He
saw my positive intent and said, ‘Suresh,
let’s go. Let’s nish it.’ Then I felt special
and we nished in 23 overs.
SPORTSTAR
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Winning combination: “Our batting depth was really crucial after
we lost our openers (Sehwag and Tendulkar) early. The turning
point was Gautam Gambhir and his rotation of the strike with
Virat (Kohli). That set up the tone for us. Both the players knew
we had a leftright combination down the line. Yuvraj was
there. I was there. MS was there,” said Raina. AP

Finally, what do you have to say about
your celebration after the World Cup?
I was on the phone with my mom and dad,
with my family. I couldn’t sleep the whole
night. I came to my room at 4 o’ clock. Then
we went to an awards function. The night
was very beautiful. I remember each and
every hour. I was so happy. The whole na
tion was so, so happy. I feel a lot of bless
ings were there for us throughout the
tournament. Everyone was praying for us.
And some God power took us to the win
ning position! •
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Mastermind: Moving on from India, soon after winning the 2011 World Cup, Gary Kirsten took charge of the
South African side and helped the team attain the No. 1 spot in the ICC Test rankings. GETTY IMAGES

In 2011, teamwork was the mantra
“We moved away from focusing on individual success and focused more
around what we wanted to achieve as a team,” Gary Kirsten said, recalling
his days as the Indian coach.
SHAYAN ACHARYA

I

t’s been nine years since Gary Kirsten par
ted ways with the Indian team, but even
today, the cricketing fraternity remem
bers him as the guiding force behind India’s
World Cup victory in 2011.
Ask any player from that team and he
would agree that the pair of Kirsten and
then captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni did the
trick for India in the tournament.
Playing at home wasn’t easy, but head
24

coach Kirsten ensured that ‘external’ pres
sure did not aect the team’s morale. “We
moved away from focusing on individual
success and focused more around what we
wanted to achieve as a team,” the 52year
old said, recalling those days.
Moving on from India, soon after win
ning the World Cup, Kirsten took charge of
the South African side and helped the team
attain the No. 1 spot in the ICC Test rank
MAY 2, 2020
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ings. Over the years, Kirsten has been asso
ciated with various franchises across T20
cricket leagues — which include Delhi Dare
devils (now Capitals) and Royal Challengers
Bangalore in the Indian Premier League.
However, those stints haven’t been as glori
ous as the one with Team India. “Cricket
coaching has developed signicantly over
the past few years, largely thanks to the T20
leagues like the IPL,” he said.
In an interview with Sportstar, Kirsten
opened up on his stint with the Indian team,
the secret behind the success and also ex
plained how he handled the starstudded
team, which had the likes of Sachin Ten
dulkar, Virender Sehwag, Gautam Gambhir
and Dhoni in its ranks.
“We never panicked, regardless of how
well or badly we played,” Kirsten said, mak
ing it clear that it was the teamwork that
helped the side achieve its target.
SPORTSTAR
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Recently you started an online
coaching module. What was the idea
behind the approach, and how has the
response been so far?
We are looking forward to providing an on
line education solution for any aspiring
coach wanting to accelerate his expertise
and skills. CoachED (www.coached.com) is
a library of coaching information as well as
an accreditation platform for any coach, re
gardless of level or expertise.

Super combination:

Ask any player
from the 2011
World Cup winning
team and he would
agree that the pair
of Kirsten and then
captain Mahendra
Singh Dhoni did
the trick for India
in the tournament.
AP

You have been an extremely successful
coach for more than a decade now. How
challenging has coaching become as a
profession over the years?
Well, cricket coaching has developed signi
cantly over the past few years, largely
thanks to the T20 leagues like the Indian
Premier League (IPL).
The margins between success and fail
25
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Success mantra: “South Africa believed ‘their way’ to achieve success, especially in 50over cricket, was
fundamentally dierent from the Indian way. I did not disagree with the argument, but always felt it was
worth exploring new ideas and new ways of playing the game, as a collective. (The late) Bob Woolmer (in
pic with Kisten and Allan Donald) did this for us when I was playing for the Proteas in 1994 and a new, more
amboyant approach to 50over cricket made a big dierence to our results.” THE HINDU PHOTO LIBRARY

ure are small and the coach needs to have a
full bank of skills available to him, for ex
ample, recruitment, man management,
planning, game strategy, using data eect
ively, building relationships with owners,
creating a team culture and way of doing
things. And all this needs to be done within
a short time frame of approximately eight
weeks.
The coach is fullling more of a manage
ment role and will have a number of support
sta to help him prepare and take care of the
players.
What is the dierence between
coaching a national team and a
franchise? Which is more challenging?
I think the primary dierence is the length
of time you get to work with national team
players and franchise players. It’s much
easier to get down to building culture, man
aging and inuencing players the longer
you have to work with them.
How crucial or challenging is it in a
26

national team to groom players from
various backgrounds as compared to a
franchise team, where most players are
seasoned and quite experienced?
Each format has a dierent set of challenges
and opportunities. In a franchise team, it is
very dicult to establish a “new way of
doing things” in one season.
As a coach of a franchise, your most
precious commodity is time, to be able to
inuence the franchise and move to a new
culture or way of doing things in the period
available. In a national team, your most
precious commodities are continuity and
stability. The more stable and secure the
environment for the players, the easier it is
to eect meaningful change.
You led India to a World Cup title in
2011 — 28 years after Kapil Dev’s team
won the title in 1983. Under the
leadership of Dhoni, it was a fairytale
for the team. What do you think made
the side special?
A hugely talented group of cricketers with
MAY 2, 2020
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an inspirational captain (M. S. Dhoni), look
ing for a stable, secure and safe environ
ment.
In 2011, India played at home. With so
many expectations, how challenging
was it for the side to keep calm and
focus on the job at hand?
There was plenty of external pressure, but
the internal dynamics of the team environ
ment were calm and secure. We never pan
icked, regardless of how well or badly we
played. The players believed in each other
and we always knew someone would deliver
for the team.
How dierent was coaching the Indian
team from that of South Africa? The
two have dierent cricketing cultures…
South Africa believed “their way” to achieve
success, especially in 50over cricket, was
fundamentally dierent from the Indian
way. I did not disagree with the argument,
but always felt it was worth exploring new
SPORTSTAR
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ideas and new ways of playing the game, as a
collective.
(The late) Bob Woolmer did this for us
when I was playing for the Proteas in 1994
and a new, more amboyant approach to
50over cricket made a big dierence to our
results. I really enjoyed our willingness to
take on risk and move away from too much
match structure when I was with the Indian
team. This can only be possible, however,
with a safe and secure environment.
The Indian team was full of superstars
when you took charge. As a coach, how
challenging was it to handle them?
We moved away from focusing on individual
success and went more around what we
wanted to achieve as a team. This was a
fundamental shift and forced us to look at
how we behaved and operated as a group of
people, every day. In short, we focused on
anything that could make the team environ
ment a great place to be in, with lots of fun
and enjoyment to go with it. •

Royal Challengers
Bangalore captain

Virat Kohli with the
then coach Gary
Kirsten in 2019.
“Each format has a
dierent set of
challenges and
opportunities. In a
franchise team, it
is very dicult to
establish a “new
way of doing
things” in one
season.”
K. MURALI KUMAR
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Keeping himself
occupied: “I had

shot a lot of
photographs, and I
have nally got
some time to sort
them out. So, that
also takes a bit of
my time and I love
doing that,” said
Gagan Narang.
R. RAGU

A good chance to spend time
with my parents
Olympic medallist Gagan Narang feels the postponement of the Tokyo Olympics
has forced the shooters to press the reset button on their training.
28
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T

he countrywide lockdown has given
Gagan Narang an opportunity to stay at
home in Hyderabad and spend time
with his parents who haven’t been keeping
well.
The Olympian shooter starts his day
early, does a bit of workout at home, enjoys
his breakfast with his parents and also helps
a bit with the daily household chores.
“This is a good chance to spend time
with my parents. It is important to stay
indoors and spend time with the near
ones,” Narang told Sportstar.
After breakfast, Narang gets busy in ar
ranging lunch for his parents and in
between nds some time for himself.
“I had shot a lot of photographs, and I
have nally got some time to sort them out.
So, that also takes a bit of my time and I love
doing that,” he said.
With the world coming to a standstill
due to the outbreak of the coronavirus
(COVID19) pandemic, most of the major
SPORTSTAR
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sporting events, including the Olympics,
have been postponed.
And Narang feels the postponement has
forced the shooters to press the reset but
ton on their training.
“Now that the Olympics have been
pushed back by a year, it is time to reset the
training and then start again once the crisis
ends. That’s how it is now,” Narang, a
bronze medallist at the 2012 London
Olympics, said.
However, the seasoned shooter agreed
that it will be a fresh challenge for all the
athletes, across disciplines, to motivate
themselves and keep going.
“They have been preparing for the last
few years, so it is challenging for sure. But
they need to keep themselves motivated
and focus on their game,” he said.
“It’s not just tough for the people who
have already qualied, it is also tough for
the ones who haven’t qualied yet. They
have been shooting in competitions and all

Doting son: Gagan

Narang with his
parents. The
Olympian shooter
starts his day early,
does a bit of
workout at home,
enjoys his
breakfast with his
parents and also
helps a bit with the
daily household
chores, during the
lockdown.
V. V. SUBRAHMANYAM
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Making a point:

Gagan Narang with
his huge collection
of medals and
trophies at his
residence in
Hyderabad. “The
athletes have been
preparing for the
last few years, so it
is challenging for
sure. But they
need to keep
themselves
motivated and
focus on their
game,” said
Narang on the
postponement of
the Tokyo
Olympics.
V. V. SUBRAHMANYAM

have gone through rigorous amounts of
training in the past one year. That has to
continue and the best talent, who is in top
form at that time, should be selected,”
Narang said.
For the last few years, Narang has been
grooming young shooters at his academy
and he feels that the COVID19 will have an
immense eect on economy and sports, and
for that, the government needs to support.
“Not only my academy, but we also need
to brace ourselves for the economic situ
ation after the lockdown, where people will
be wanting to secure their lives. Once their
lives are secured, only then they will think
about sports.
“That period, when they are busy with
the other aspects, not many would be keen
to focus on sport. It will mostly be a luxury,
at this time, all the small institutions need
to embrace for the impact.”
So, what’s the way forward?
30

“The momentum we have for sports in
the country might get aected slightly for
2024 and 2028 Olympics and that should
not happen.
“The government should take steps to
kind of strengthen the small centres so that
they are supported nancially and in terms
on infrastructure. That way they can con
tinue with their operations. That would be a
necessity,” Narang said.
Narang was one of the athletes to be
part of the video conferencing with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on April 3. And in
his address, the Prime Minister told the
athletes to come forward and spread aware
ness in the times of crisis.
“In his address, the PM told us that in
such times, we as a sporting community,
should ensure that the people stay indoors
and follow social distancing,” Gagan said,
adding: “It is very important to follow the
guidelines.” •
MAY 2, 2020
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On track: “I’ve been

keeping up my
tness quite a lot,
doing a few
weights sessions a
week and plenty of
running and riding
my bike,” says
Cameron Bancroft.
AP

I have gone back to the basics
AYAN ACHARYA

The return to
international
cricket, after
the nine
month ban
for the ball
tampering
incident in
South Africa
in March
2018, has not
been easy for
Cameron
Bancroft, but
the 27year
old is
optimistic
about
bouncing
back.
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n March 2020, Cameron Bancroft was
dropped from Western Australia’s Shef
eld Shield side after a poor run of form
that saw him score just 158 runs in 13 in
nings at an average of 13.16.
Bancroft had started the Ashes series in
August 2019 as an opener. It was his
comeback Test after serving the nine
month ban for the balltampering incident
in South Africa in March 2018. But he was
axed after two Tests in England following
scores of 8, 7, 13 and 16.
He was then left out of Australia’s 13
man squad for the Test series against New
Zealand last year, in an otherwise un
changed group from the one that had beaten
Pakistan 20 at home. The return to interna
tional cricket has not been easy for the 27
yearold, but he is optimistic about boun
cing back.
In an interview, Bancroft reects on his
form in Shield cricket, the comeback after
the balltampering ban and more.
First of all, we hope you’re doing well
with the coronavirus pandemic
wreaking havoc in the world. How has
your training been aected by the
circumstances?
At the moment, not a lot has changed. Our
cricket season recently nished anyway, so
having time o picking up a cricket bat has

been nice. I’ve been keeping up my tness
quite a lot, doing a few weights sessions a
week and plenty of running and riding my
bike.
Your thoughts on the 201920 Sheeld
Shield season. What are the things you
did right and what you feel could’ve
been done better...
This season has been a massive whirlwind
for me. I found myself in the Test squad for
the rst two matches of the summer, caught
at leg gully seven times, and then out of the
WA (Western Australia) side at the end of
the year. It was a frustrating season in
Shield cricket. I spent so many mental and
physical waking moments practising my
technique in order to improve as a player. It
was exhausting at times, especially after
getting dropped from the Australian Test
side in England. I have no doubt all that
practice will benet me at some stage, but
this year I really forgot about the basics of
batting. Watching the ball and looking to
score runs. Taking the game on more. That’s
one thing I would have done better. Worried
less about my technique and listening to
many people and just taking the game to the
opposition, looking to score.
It’s been two years since the Cape Town
Test match. How have you shaped your
MAY 2, 2020
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game since the comeback and what’s
the plan for the future?
Since returning to cricket from my ban, I
have gone back to the basics, grooming all
aspects of my batting. The time to do that
was good, but it’s the mindset you take out
into the middle that determines your suc
cess. I aspire to be a more freeowing
player. In order to do that, I need to be really
brave. I have a lot of trust in myself and my
game. It’s easier said than done because I’ve
always been a more conservative player in
the longer form of the game. But at the end
of the day, as Justin Langer said recently to
me, it isn’t how long you bat for, but how
many runs you score.
Did the sheer intensity of Test cricket
surprise you somewhat at the start?
What about the team environment, the
dressing room atmosphere since your
comeback into the team?
Before Cape Town happened, I felt I was
really getting used to the intensity of Test
cricket. I was starting to score better. It’s
tough, especially in the UK where ball
movement was a really big factor. I don’t
think you ever feel comfortable. But that’s
what you sign up for when playing Test
cricket. It’s hard cricket. Everyone in the
team made me feel welcome. The environ
ment had changed a lot, no doubt, under a
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new coach, but it was good.

Changed person:

You’ve said before that you’ve
acknowledged the error and you’ve
moved on. What’s allowed you to get to
this space?
A lot of reection both personally and
speaking to other people that I love and
trust. I believe that you need to go deep into
every aspect of the trauma in order to really
move forward. That can be very emotional,
but life is hard. The mistake was big, there
fore it’s going to be uncomfortable letting
go. Yoga and meditation were huge in that
process as well. I found great solace rolling
out my mat and dedicating my practice to
letting things go. That was powerful for me.
It helped get me to that space.

“Yoga and
meditation were
huge in that
process as well. I
found great solace
rolling out my mat
and dedicating my
practice to letting
things go. That
was powerful for
me. It helped get
me to that space,”
says Bancroft
about moving on
from the ball
tampering
incident.
GETTY IMAGES

In retrospect, would you say you’re a
better individual and cricketer after the
experience?
I’ve learned a lot from the experience. It’s
given me much wisdom that I can draw on
today. But life keeps coming and throwing
new challenges at you. I haven’t mastered it
all yet, but every day I get up I’m trying to
get better and better. Learning through mis
takes is the only way you be a better indi
vidual. I’d like to think what happened in
Cape Town had a big impact on me being a
better Cameron today. •
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ON THE
WRITE
LINE
SUNIL GAVASKAR
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Right decision:

Australian skipper
Tim Paine shakes
hands with his
Indian counterpart
Virat Kohli in Perth
during the 201819
series. Paine
revealed that it
was a team
decision not to
sledge Kohli during
the series because
it would make him
bat even better.
GETTY IMAGES

Sledging: even the devout are forsaking it!
Frankly,
sledging is
overrated. It
has never
worked on
good players.
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im Paine, the Australian Test captain,
has dismissed former captain Michael
Clarke’s suggestion that the Australian
cricketers did not sledge the Indian captain
Virat Kohli (in the 201819 series) because
they were afraid about their IPL contracts.
Paine, in fact, revealed that it was a team
decision not to sledge Kohli because it
would make him bat even better.
What Paine didn't ask, but could have, is
for Clarke to reveal if the team he captained
in 2014/15 sledged Kohli and what was the
result of that? To be fair, Clarke only cap
tained in the rst Test and was injured for
the rest of the series. But, tellingly, in that
rst Test itself Kohli got superlative centur
ies in each innings and almost won the
match for India.
Clearly, Clarke, if he was indulging in
sledging, wasn’t very successful in stopping
Kohli in that Test match. The Aussies wer
en’t much successful in the other three Test

matches too as Kohli almost got 700 runs in
the four match series.
This was the series which was preceded
by the sad, untimely death of Phillip Hughes
and maybe Clarke felt the bereavement
greatly. The other Aussie cricketers too may
have been similarly aected and so they
were not as vocal as they would usually be.
Be that as it may, Australian cricket had a
great opportunity to get another perspect
ive on life other than the winning at all cost
philosophy that pervades their sport.
The New Zealanders, who were at that
stage the biggest chirpers in the game, even
more than the Aussies or the South Afric
ans, did just that. Brendon McCullum, who
was the Kiwi skipper then, realised that life
is more important than winning cricket
games and it’s better to play the game
without creating any animosity with the op
position. The Kiwis decided as a team to
stop chirping or sledging and since then
MAY 2, 2020
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have won the hearts of cricket lovers all over
the world with their impeccable behaviour
on the eld. They have won matches too and
their intensity while playing has not gone
down even one bit.
McCullum will be remembered for his
many stirring and exciting deeds on the
eld, but his legacy of not resorting to the
despicable practice of verbals is what cricket
will fondly remember him for.
Luckily for New Zealand, its next cap
tain Kane Williamson is cut from the same
cloth as ‘Baz’ (McCullum’s nickname) and
so it’s no wonder that the Kiwis keep win
ning the award for the best behaved team in
the world. Their exemplary behaviour at the
World Cup Final, even after umpiring errors
had cost them the trophy, won them even
more fans than England, who won the Cup.
Not that the English players behaved badly,
but it was the way Williamson’s boys accep
ted the rub of the green that won the hearts
of cricket lovers.
It’s actually very sad if the Aussies be
lieve that they can win only if they are
snarling and barking abuse at the opposi
tion. Sure, cricket is as mental a game as any
other and those that cope with pressure
better will end up winning. However, does
that mean that it’s okay to abuse the opposi
tion to unnerve them?
Let's take the example of tennis. We just
saw one of the most exciting nals at the
rst major of the year, the Australian Open,
between Novak Djokovic and Dominic
Thiem.
They were not only playing just for the
trophy, but also a winners’ cheque of nearly
three million dollars, much more than any
game of cricket can oer. The match swayed
one way and the other and while both play
ers had a go at themselves they never said a
word to each other. Even when there were
netcord points or when they crossed each
other to sit between games, they kept quiet.
In cricket, when a batsman edges the
ball or gets beaten or rapped on the leg
guards, the nearby elders are questioning
his ability and not in the politest manner
either.
An audible obscenity gets an immediate
ne in tennis, but in cricket the umpires just
warn the oender. Because cricket is played
at a distance from the crowds some players
think they can get away with the abuse.
By the way, tennis’ spoilt brats today are
also Australians! Is it something about the
way they are brought up?
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Frankly, sledging is overrated. It has
never worked on good players and as Paine
rightly said, it only makes them play with
more determination. One can actually get
better results by saying something funny
rather than something abusive because
don’t forget when it’s the abuser’s turn to
bat he will denitely cop more than he has
given.
I once asked Sir Don if there was
sledging in his time and his reply was most
illuminating. He said it didn’t happen dur
ing his time. But, if it had happened under
him, he would have warned the player never
to do it again. And, if that player had per
sisted, he would never ever have played for
Australia. •

Popular star: New

Zealander Brendon
McCullum will be
remembered for
his many stirring
and exciting deeds
on the eld, but his
legacy of not
resorting to the
despicable practice
of verbals is what
cricket will fondly
remember him for.
GETTY IMAGES
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A dierent playing
eld: Joginder

Sharma has been
in pressure
situations before
on the cricket eld
and has delivered
the goods when it
mattered the most.
And he said his
cricketing lessons
are helping him
deal with the
coronavirus
pandemic. JOGINDER
SHARMA / INSTAGRAM

DSP Joginder Sharma on the frontline
If the World T20 success gave Joginder Sharma the status of a sporting
hero, the ongoing coronavirus pandemic has made him a frontline warrior
against the virus.
V. S. ARAVIND

I

t was the inaugural World T20 nal
between India and Pakistan in 2007. Mis
bahulHaq had just clubbed Harbhajan
Singh for three sixes. Pakistan required 13
runs from the nal over with one wicket in
hand.
After a lot of deliberation, skipper M. S.
Dhoni took a gamble: He handed the ball to
Joginder Sharma.
Sharma started with a wide. Then, Mis
bah got underneath a full toss and muscled a
massive six before missing the next ball,
which was pitched well outside o stump.
On the next delivery, the Wanderers crowd
exploded as S. Sreesanth, at short ne leg,
comfortably held on to a looping Misbah
36

paddle shot as India won.
If the World T20 success gave Joginder
Sharma the status of a sporting hero, the
ongoing coronavirus outbreak has made the
World Cup winner a frontline warrior in the
battle against the pandemic.
“In life, there are some unforgettable
moments, and winning the T20 World Cup
was one of the best moments and I still
remember it. You all saw me as a cricketer,
but now I am in a dierent role. However,
the common thing is I am still serving my
country,” Sharma, who is now a deputy su
perintendent of police, told Sportstar from
Hissar district in Haryana.
“It’s a huge challenge and I have a lot of
MAY 2, 2020
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responsibility. I go out on patrols both dur
ing day and night and our aim is to spread
awareness among people and tell them not
to venture out. It’s a deadly virus and we are
putting all our eorts to save lives,” he
added.
It’s a risky situation, given the fact that
the police are exposed day in and day out
while carrying out their duties. “It’s our job
to protect people, but at the same time we
need to protect ourselves. It’s important to
educate people and tell them the risks of
venturing out at this moment. I keep re
minding people that this war can be won
only by staying indoors,” Sharma said.
Sharma has been in pressure situations
before on the cricket eld and has delivered
the goods when it mattered the most. And he
said his cricketing lessons are helping him
deal with the pandemic.
“During the 2007 World T20, all of us
knew what our roles were exactly. And we
had our captain M. S. Dhoni who knew how
to get the best from the players. Presently,
from the superintendent of police to the
directorgeneral of police, everyone is in
volved and we get necessary instructions
from them on how to deal with the situ
ation,” he said.
“Every day the situation is becoming
more challenging, but at the same time, we
are wellequipped to deal with it. It comes to
how to respond to an emergency and it is
similar to how to bowl in pressure situ
ations,” Sharma added.
After the T20 World Cup win, Sharma
became a household name across India, and
in Haryana in particular. And the popularity
has only increased since then.
When asked how he reacts to people who
approach him for a sele or an autograph,
Sharma said, “I keep telling them that I
would personally visit them and give them
autographs or seles once the coronavirus
threat is over. When they approach me, I
educate them on social distancing and the
use of masks, hand sanitisers and basic hy
giene. As I said, it’s time to educate people as
not all have access to television or
newspapers.”
Speaking further on awareness, the
former Chennai Super Kings bowler said, “I
would like to request readers through
Sportstar that they stay indoors and not to
venture out until and unless there is an
emergency.”
The nippy mediumpace bowler had a
special mention for the medicos who are
SPORTSTAR
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working overtime in hospitals.
“I salute them. All the doctors, nurses,
sanitation workers are working round the
clock and I respect their dedication and
commitment. People should realise that
they are risking their lives to contain the
spread of the virus,” he said.
Being on the front line and encountering
danger every day is never easy, and Sharma
admitted that he misses his family, who stay
in Rohtak.
“I miss my family and we connect
through video calls. My wife, my children,
my parents and my inlaws, they are my
strength and especially my children. They
inspire me so much and are proud of me.
This is a real game between life and death
and I desperately want us to win this battle
against coronavirus. With the eorts of the
centre and state governments, I am sure this
phase will pass and life will return to nor
malcy. But for that to happen, people need
to stay indoors and keep ghting,” he said. •

Last-over hero:

After the T20
World Cup win,
Joginder Sharma
became a
household name
across India, and in
Haryana in
particular. AFP
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Plans upset:

“Athletes have a
very tight
schedule, and now,
suddenly, there’s
this huge change.
Coping with a
particular change
that has been
imposed on us (in
the) long term can
be dicult to deal
with,” said
Priyanka
Prabhakar, a
consultant
psychologist with
the Indian
women’s hockey
team.
BISWARANJAN ROUT

The other side of social distancing
With the country under lockdown, for sportspersons it means a disruption of
their strict training, tness and diet regimes — compounded by social
distancing and selfisolation and the uncertainty and fear they instil.
SANTADEEP DEY

W

ithin just a week of the coronavirus
outbreak hitting the country, the In
dian Psychiatry Society revealed that
the number of people in the country suer
ing from mental illness had shot up by 20
percent.
And sportspersons were no exception.
With the country under lockdown, for
sportspersons it means a disruption of their
strict training, tness and diet regimes —
compounded by social distancing and self
isolation and the uncertainty and fear they
instil.
“Athletes have a very tight schedule,
and now, suddenly, there’s this huge
change. Coping with a particular change
that has been imposed on us (in the) long
term can be dicult to deal with,” said Priy
anka Prabhakar, a consultant psychologist
with the Indian women’s hockey team.
The biggest challenge for an athlete is
the disrupted training and tness regimes,
said Somya Awasthi, cofounder of Credo
38

Psychological Services, adding that their
diet plans are also aected to a large extent.
“Maybe they are trying to do things with
whatever little is available at home, but you
know it’s not the same as being in a national
camp. Also, they are not having the equip
ment they were privy to before,” she said.
“Sports is their life. And once they’re not
able to identify with it, it might cause a
feeling of selfdoubt or guilt that they’re not
doing enough. With events like the
Olympics postponed, there is an added task
for them to keep the steam going.”
Awasthi said in dicult times like these,
one very powerful tool to remain mentally
t is guided imagery. “In guided imagery,
you take out 10 minutes, sit and just ima
gine details of a skill that you would nor
mally like to perform. We use it to improve
mistakes when athletes are injured and en
hance their attention. So, it’s basically do
ing what is the right thing to do on the eld.
But here you are just seated and going
MAY 2, 2020
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Eight things to keep in mind
Mental tness coach Paddy Upton who has worked with sporting icons across discipline, feels that in
times like these, it is important to take care of certain aspects that everyone, specially athletes, should
keep in mind.
“It’s not just the mind. Every single thing has been disrupted. What we need to do is recalibrate how we
are spending our times, our energy. There needs to be a few areas that each one of us need to revisit,” he
said.
Upton, who was associated with the Indian cricket team that won the 2011 World Cup, listed out eight
aspects.
Mental: That’s a key component, and for that to happen, we need to ensure that we work on the other
areas as well. We need to take care of our emotional life, but that’s gone on a rollercoaster ride and it needs
deliberate attention.
Spiritual: We need to think what we are doing with spirituality, religion, meditation — to be
somewhere fully present and go for an inward journey. That’s a very crucial factor.
Financial: The COVID19 pandemic will surely have a longlasting impact on the economy, so, as
individuals, it is important to come up with new plans and implement them in terms of managing nances
in the next three, six, nine and 12 months.
Hobbies and leisure: In such times, it is necessary to work on your hobbies. I love going to the water
and surf, but that can’t happen now. I now need to replace that with some other hobby, either an existing
hobby that I can do at home.
Physical: Our lifestyles have changed, so how do we ensure that we are eating healthy and drinking
the right amount of water? We need to procure more at home rather than getting out. People need to look
at their alcohol intake. And to stay healthy, we need to look at exercises. Since we can’t hit the gym or go
running, we need to come out with a solution on what to do at home.
Intellectual: This is the time to focus on your intellectual aspect — study more, get into academics,
pursue microdegrees that will eventually help you in the longer run. This is the best time to nd a specic
subject that you think will be valuable for your life — now and also in your postplaying days — and keep
yourself busy.
Social: We are now physically separated from people, but this is the best time to really connect with
the important people in our lives through various mediums. For athletes, it could be connecting with their
friends and families, with whom they haven’t spent much time.
Humanitarian: The most critical aspect comes now. In a country like India or South Africa, what will
now happen is that a whole lot of people will not have money to feed themselves. It is very important for an
athlete now to network those people and understand what’s happening in the immediate community. If an
athlete can use his or her prole to bring awareness to organisations and do whatever they can to ensure
that needy people are really fed now, it will be a step up – social support and a social obligation to support
the less fortunate.

J SHAYAN ACHARYA
through all of it in your head. You need to
time it and be realistic. It needs to have
perspective and emotions to feel like being
in the physical state on the ground.”
Priyanka asserts that acceptance of the
issue at hand is key. “I think, rst of all, you
need to acknowledge the reality and gravity
of the situation to reduce anxiety. A lot of
coaches are providing online training,
handing sportspersons a schedule they can
follow. I think it’s also very important to
socially connect with people, both virtually
and at home. You can call acquaintances
once in a while. Physical tness, of course,
will be a concern for some athletes, but they
have to make do with limited equipment.”
SPORTSTAR
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Can prolonged social distancing induce
longterm imbalances? There is a chance,
especially among younger athletes with
limited exposure, concur Priyanka and
Somya, but it is highly unlikely.
“Sports personalities in general are
mostly extremely resilient and gritty. But
then again, there will be individual dier
ences. They have had experiences of being
injured or maybe having lost a crucial game.
They are subject to a gruelling routine that
has been drilled into them. And they will get
through that...most of them. Also, the kind
of support they’re getting at this point of
time will have a very big impact on how they
stage their comeback,” said Somya. •
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A coronacurtailed Test season
The outbreak of the coronavirus has aected sporting events across the world. Major sporting events have been
cancelled midway or postponed. The most signicant one that was due to take place in Japan this summer was the
Tokyo 2020 Olympics. International cricket has also not been spared. Several Test, OneDay International and
Twenty20 International series being left unnished and national T20 premier leagues, such as the Pakistan Super
League, had to be cut short, while the major Indian Premier League 2020 has been postponed indenitely. This
means that Test cricket for the 201920 season is done with, hence, it is now the time to look at how the sides and
the cricketers performed in the 25 Test matches played.

Test matches played during the 2019-20 season — a statistical survey
First Test: Visakhapatnam, October 26 — India beat South Africa by 203 runs
Last Test: Hagley Oval, Christchurch, February 29March 2 — New Zealand beat India by seven wickets

Team results
Most wins

Highest team totals

Lowest team totals

Highest match aggregates

Lowest match aggregates (drawn Tests not considered)
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Biggest victories by innings

Biggest victories by runs

Biggest victories by wickets

Highest individual scores

Century in each innings

Century on debut

Longest individual innings (in terms of minutes)

Longest individual innings (in terms of balls faced)

Fastest individual scores of 50-plus
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Slowest individual scores of 50-plus

Leading run-getters

Best bowling in an innings

Best bowling in a match

Leading wicket-takers this season

Hat-tricks

Best all-round performance in a Test match

Best all-rounders this season
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What if...

...the situation had not
gotten so bad? Here’s what
could have happened.

The coronavirus pandemic has landed a knockout blow on global sports. For the foreseeable
future, all major tournaments have either been cancelled or postponed, including the Tokyo
Olympics, the world’s biggest sporting meet.
But what if the situation had not gotten so bad?
The year had promised to be big for sports — and not just because of the Olympic Games.
English football was on course for a new champion with a record points tally and gap to the
second-placed team. The top tier of both two- and four-wheel racing had champions looking to tie
the all-time greats. After the first tennis Grand Slam of the year, the Sunshine Double was set to
take place and that would have been followed by the clay-court swing culminating with the French
Open. Chess could have seen a new world challenger, at the very least. And for cricket lovers, there
would have been the annual extravaganza that is the Indian Premier League.
Here’s what all could have happened in an ideal world packed with sports.

L. DOMINIC RICHARD
English Premier League: Liverpool could
have ended its drought
Liverpool could have won the English
rstdivision title for the rst time in 30
years if the Premier League had continued
for another two weeks. The Reds were just a
couple of wins away from taking an unas
sailable
lead
over
secondplaced
Manchester City. A win over Everton on
March 16 and Crystal Palace the week after
would have sealed the deal for Jürgen
Klopp’s side. The team could have also gone
on to break the record points tally of 100 in
Premier League history, currently held by
Pep Guardiola’s 201718 Manchester City
squad.
The league was supposed to conclude on May 17, and the battle for the European sports and the ght to avoid
relegation would have heated up.

Tennis: The claycourt swing would have begun
If play had gone on as planned, the Sunshine Double tourna
ments – Indian Wells and Miami Masters – would have been over by
March 30. After a week’s gap, the claycourt swing would have
commenced, with the biggest tournaments – Monte Carlo and
Barcelona on the ATP Tour and Charleston and Stuttgart on WTA
Tour – starting the buildup to the French Open (which has been
rescheduled for September).
Rafael Nadal would have been raring to go for a recordextend
ing 13th French Open singles title, while Novak Djokovic might
have given him a tough time on the way. Roger Federer, on the other
hand, could have stepped up in his pursuit to recover from a knee
injury just in time for the grasscourt season (as it stands, Wimble
don 2020 has been cancelled).
SPORTSTAR
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IPL: The third week of season 13 would have ended
On March 29, defending champion Mumbai Indians would
have met Chennai Super Kings in the Indian Premier League
opener. By April 19, all eight teams would have played at least
six games each, which would have been nearly the halfway
mark for the tournament.
Ahead of the Twenty20 World Cup in Australia in October,
the IPL would have been a great platform for players to show
case their acumen in the shortest format of the game. Even
Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s chances of making it to the Indian
squad for the World T20 depended on his performances in the
cashrich league. After 25 matches, we might have gotten a
brief idea of players destined for the T20 World Cup and teams likely to make the playos.
But the tournament has been postponed indenitely.
Badminton: Last month of Olympic qualication
April would have marked the nal leg of Olympic qualication.
There was a urry of tournaments lined up. After the Thailand Masters
in January, there was a gap of three weeks in the Badminton World
Federation’s calendar, and shuttlers were gearing up for a tough and
prolonged period of action after that.
The Spain Masters, German Open, Swiss Open, India Open and
Malaysia Open and Singapore Open were all scheduled to take place in
a stretch till April 12. By then, most of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics spots
would have been sealed.
But all those events have either been postponed or cancelled. The
BWF was one of the last world sports bodies to suspend tournaments.
After receiving a lot of criticism from players, it nally froze the rankings. A new Olympics qualication deadline for
badminton is yet to be announced.
NBA: The playos would have begun
The Milwaukee Bucks, the Toronto Raptors and the Boston Celtics
from the Eastern Conference and the Los Angeles Lakers from the
Western Conference were the only sides to make the 2020 National
Basketball Association’s playos before the suspension of the
competition.
The playos were supposed to begin on April 18. The likes of the
Los Angeles Clippers, the Denver Nuggets, the Utah Jazz and the Miami
Heat, among others, were all in contention and we were heading
towards a close nish in the regular season. The struggles of two of the
most dominant teams in recent times — the Golden State Warriors and
the Cleveland Cavaliers — could have either continued or ended. On March 11, the game between Utah and the
Oklahoma City Thunder was postponed after Jazz centre Rudy Gobert tested positive for COVID19. The season has been
suspended indenitely as the US is in a state of ux as the epicentre of the pandemic.
Champions League: Seminals not far away
Paris SaintGermain, Atletico Madrid, RB Leipzig and Atalanta had already made their
way into the 201920 UEFA Champions League lasteight stage by March 11, which was the
last round of 16 matchday before the suspension of the competition.
Manchester City would have played Real Madrid at home in the second leg, while Bayern
Munich was supposed to host Chelsea. Juventus would have welcomed Lyon, while Napoli
was supposed to travel to Barcelona. The quarternal and seminal draw would have taken
place on March 20. The rst leg of the quarternal xtures was supposed to happen on April
7 and 8, with the return legs taking place the following week. The seminals would have run
from April 28 to May 6. At present, UEFA is unsure when action will resume. Even if the
European leagues commence, there is no clarity as to whether there will be home and away
xtures or if a single country could host the remaining games.
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UFC: Khabib vs Tony is on, nally!
Khabib Nurmagomedov is the current UFC lightweight cham
pion. After defeating Dustin Poirier in September, the Russian
had to face Tony Ferguson of the US next, but the scheduled
ght had been cancelled four times before this one.
Mixed martial arts fans were over the moon as this matchup
was nally supposed to happen at UFC 249. The event was sched
uled to take place in California on April 18.
But due to the pandemic, Ultimate Fighting Championship
president Dana White lost the venue rst. A few days later, Khabib
pulled out of the ght citing the travel ban in his country. Justin
Gaethje was brought in as a makeshift replacement. However,
ESPN, the ocial broadcaster of the UFC, made White postpone the
event in the wake of the global health crisis.

World Chess Championship: Carlsen’s challenger could have
been conrmed
The 2020 World Chess Championship was due to take place
sometime during the second half of the year. Fourtime world
champion Magnus Carlsen was set to face the winner of the Candid
ates tournament.
Eight contestants — Maxime VachierLagrave, Ian Nepomni
achtchi, Fabiano Caruana, Anish Giri, Wang Hao, Alexander
Grischuk, Ding Liren and Kirill Alekseenko — were ghting neckto
neck in Yekaterinburg, Russia, in a double roundrobin tourna
ment. Each player had played the seven others exactly once by
March 25.
On April 3, Carlsen would have had a new challenger. However,
the organisers decided to postpone the tournament after Russia
announced a travel ban. It is still not known if the tournament will
continue at the same location in the future.

Motorsport: F1, MotoGP seasons would have been
well underway
The 2020 Formula One season should have begun
with the Australian GP on March 15, while the Qatar GP
on March 8 was supposed to be the rst race of the new
MotoGP edition. Defending champions Lewis Hamilton
and Marc Marquez are both chasing seventh titles in F1
and MotoGP, respectively.
If 2019 form is any indication, Hamilton, 35, should
have been able to equal Michael Schumacher’s world title
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tally as well as break the German’s tally of race wins.
Hamilton, who won 11 races in 2019, is just seven behind
Schumacher’s 91.
For Marquez, it is just a matter of time. The Spaniard,
just 27, looks set to match Valentino Rossi’s seven world
titles in topight bike racing, placing him just one short
of Giacomo Agostini alltime record. Marquez won 12 of
19 races last year and nished second in six more, having
retired at the Circuit of the Americas. He should continue
to be in a class of his own when MotoGP resumes.
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SOLUTION TO LAST FORTNIGHT’S
CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 He holds the record for the most
economic spell in a 60over one
day international game — six runs in
his 12 overs. (4)

14 Where you nd the Khandheri
Cricket Stadium. (6)
16

German forward, Borussia
Dortmund skipper. (4)

7 The coach whose team has won
the Indian Super League twice.
(5)
8 Hitchcockian nickname of Irish
cricketer Tim Murtagh. (4,1)

17 Sharapova’s candy brand. (9)
2 Caribbean cricketer, diagonal
mover. (6)
5 The name that connects Dilip,
Prabodh, Ignace, and Dipsan.
(6)
6 He topscored for Holkar in the
Ranji nal against Bombay in
1945. (7)
9 In the list of most expensive
football transfers, No. 3 is Felix
and No. 2 is Mbappe. At No. 1 is?
(6)

18 Born in South Africa, captained
England in Tests, and lived in
Australia while he was a
commentator. Who? (4,5)

DOWN

15 Jigoro Kano developed this in
the 19th century in Japan. (4)

2 England cricketer Joseph Charles
... (7)
3 The only New Zealander to have
scored a Test triple century. (8)

13 First to score a century in an IPL
nal. (4)

4 She was stabbed by Gunter
Parche. (6,5)
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12 The ’keeper with the initials
SMH. (7)

1 ... ball: so called when the ball,
immediately after being played,
hits the ground and is ‘caught’ by a
elder. (4)

10 Dipakbhai is the middle name of
this cricketer. (7)
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11 Founder of the Hamro Sikkim
Party. (6)
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Rijiju reviews sports ministry’s engagement with athletes
Union sports minister Kiren Rijiju reviewed the initiatives undertaken by his ministry and
Sports Authority of India (SAI) to keep the athletes engaged in the wake of the nationwide
lockdown due to COVID19 pandemic.
Rijiju held a meeting with regional directors of all SAI centres across the country through a
video conference call and took a stock of the situation. He also deliberated upon measures needed
to be taken once the lockdown is lifted.
Barring SAI South Centre, Bengaluru, where both the national men’s and women’s hockey
teams are currently based and National Institute of Sports, Patiala, where a few athletes are still
there, all other centres are vacant.
“The minister held a review meeting of regional directors of all SAI centres in the presence of
top SAI and sports ministry ocials via video conference. The meeting was held to take a brief about what these centres are doing to keep the athletes morale high and
keep them engaged,” a SAI ocial said.
“The Minister also took feedbacks from SAI, Bengaluru and NIS Patiala centres on the steps they have taken to follow the lockdown guidelines in their premises as
these are two centres where athletes are currently present. Athletes and coaches of all other centres have gone home,” the ocial added.
Rijiju also reviewed the measures taken by all SAI centres to keep the athletes motivated and engaged in this dicult times.
“The minister wanted to know from all the SAI centres how they are making maximum use of the lockdown period. Everyday, it is mandatory for all SAI athletes to
connect with their coaches online so that they can monitor their training and physical tness,” the ocial said.
The athletes are also required to follow the live sessions of SAI everyday, where experts speak on various aspects of sports, including physical tness, nutrition etc.
The SAI centres are also required to use this lockdown period to enhance their knowledge on various aspects, the ocial said.
The meeting was also attended by SAI director general Sandip Pradhan, sports secretary Radhey Shyam Julaniya amaong other top ocials.
The meeting also deliberated upon the way forward once the lockdown is lifted.
“The SAI and Ministry ocials are constantly in touch with ocebearers of National Sports Federations (NSFs) and are discussing ways to rejig the Olympic
preparation plans after the lockdown.”
The sports minister also took to his ocial twitter handle to highlight the topics discussed in the meeting.
“All athletes who are home are connecting with coaches on digital platform every day to ensure training isn’t hampered 2) athletes, coaches are enhancing
knowledge with SAI’s live sessions with experts. #IndiaFightsCorona,” Rijiju’s oce tweeted.
“At the review meeting chaired by @kirenrijiju with senior SAI ocials, he was briefed that elite athletes are being monitored by TOPS team for 1) How they are
maintaining weight 2) How they are staying connected to their coach, nutritionist, strength and conditioning experts.”
Rijiju also congratulated all athletes for following the lockdown guidelines.

Simultaneous exhibition raises 4.5 lakh
Koneru Humpy took some time to get used to it. One chessboard would pop up on her computer
screen. Then another. And yet another. Nineteen of those, in fact.
It was for the rst time that she was playing simultaneous chess online. By the time she nished her
games late in the night on April 11, she was tired.
But, she didn't mind. She enjoyed the experience and was happy to contribute to a noble cause.
Humpy and ve other top Indian players — Viswanathan Anand, Vidit Gujrathi, Pendyala Harikrishna, B.
Adhiban and Dronavalli Harika — took on rivals from around the world in a fundraising event to help India
ght coronavirus. They were able to generate more than 4.5 lakh towards the PM CARES fund through their
games on chess.com (the participants were required to donate in order to play the grandmasters).
“It was not easy but I am glad that I could be part of this great event,” Humpy told Sportstar. “My
opponents were reasonably strong.”
Still, she won all her games but one. “In that game too, I was in a better position before I blundered my
Top stars come together: It was
queen,” she said.
the rst time that Koneru Humpy
While Humpy had logged in from her home in Vijayawada — she locked herself up in a room so that her
was playing simultaneous chess
little daughter would not disturb her — Anand played his games from an apartment in Frankfurt. The vetime
online, and she enjoyed the
World champion has been stranded in Germany since the pandemic outbreak.
experience.SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
He played 21 games and won 18. Three were drawn.
Like Humpy, it was a new experience for him, too. In fact, it was the rst ever online simultaneous display for all the players.
Anand admitted he was feeling exhausted. “Towards the end it was hard to work out the positions,” he said. “I am very happy and grateful to all the participants. I
hope they enjoyed it.”
Gujrathi, the second strongest in the eld, said he enjoyed playing against 20 players at the same time. “Except in a couple of games, I had to work hard right
through,” said the World No. 23, who played from his home at Nashik.
Harikrishna made his moves from Prague, while Adhiban, the only one to win all the games, logged in from Chennai.
P. K. Ajith Kumar
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Teen golfer’s noble gesture
Fifteenyearold golfer Arjun Bhati
has managed to raise 4.3 lakh to
ght the COVID19 pandemic by
selling all his trophies, including
three world junior golf
championship titles and a national
championship title.
The golfer from Greater Noida
donated the money to the PM
CARES Fund.
Bhati won the US kids junior
world championship in 2016 and
2018 and FCG callaway junior
world championship last year.
Arjun said he sold all of his
trophies to his relatives and
friends of his parents to raise the
fund. “In last eight years, the 102
trophies that I won across the
world, I have given them to 102
people in this hour of crisis. The
total amount of 4,30,000 that I
received from that, I have donated
that today to the PMCARES
Fund,” he posted on Twitter on
Tuesday.
‘Important to save human
lives’
“After coming to know about
my contribution, my grandmother
rst cried and then said, ‘You are a
real Arjun. At this point of time,
it’s important to save human lives.
Trophies can be won in future.’”
With this, the youngster joins
many in the Indian sports
fraternity who have made a
signicant contribution to contain
the deadly disease.

No sports: The Sarusajai Sports Complex in Guwahati,

Assam, is converted into a quarantine centre for
COVID19 patients as medical ocers conduct an
inspection. There is no sporting activity across the
globe since the strike of the coronavirus pandemic. AP
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Our hope and fear about the future of sport
When we get back to competitive sport, I don’t think everything will resume from where we
stopped. Some sports will have to go back a bit and make a fresh start. Others will have to
nd answers to fundamental questions of design and purpose. The texture will be dierent, the
emphasis will change, the focus might shift.
SURESH MENON

S

port is a test of normalcy, a sign that routine is brace? It is a thought that will be occurring to the more
back. When the Olympic Games are held next year sensitive fans.
When we get back to competitive sport, I don’t
in Tokyo, we will heave a sigh and say things are
nally back to normal. Or, if we remember our Robert think everything will resume from where we stopped.
Browning from school, we’ll say, “God’s in his heaven/ Some sports will have to go back a bit and make a fresh
start. Others will have to nd answers to fundamental
All’s right with the world.”
These are terrible times, but we can dream of better questions of design and purpose. The texture will be
dierent, the emphasis
days ahead. In fact, we
will change, the focus
need to in order to sur
might shift.
vive this period. All reli
The Tokyo Olympics
gions speak of the
might have symbolic
ultimate salvation, the 
value, but Olympics have
nal redemption; that’s
become behemoths for
what makes them so
cing governments and cit
powerful. Ditto with
izens to repay huge debts.
sport.
I know it is dicult to
Sport has to reset, to
calculate the expenses or
get back to basics, to jet
the benets from hosting
tison what is unneces
the Olympics. Athens in
sary, to build on what is
2004 ended up 14.5 billion
important and nd creat
dollars in debt. Original
ive ways of doing new
cost estimates go up by an
things.
average of 170 percent.
Perhaps sport will get
Tokyo’s original budget of
more localised, involving
12.6 billion has been chal
all of us at our respective
lenged by their own Na
levels.
Perhaps
the
tional Audit Board which
money will be more
says it is 22 billion. An
evenly distributed. In In
other national survey
dia’s case we might stop
placed it at 28 billion. The
building mammoth stadi
gures lose meaning at
ums which are merely a Tough times: Sport has to reset, to get back to
this stage.
tribute to some adminis basics, to jettison what is unnecessary, to build on
The Olympics have
trator’s ego.
what is important and nd creative ways of doing
become too expensive. A
Fans might ask them new things after the corona pandemic is over.
scaling down can only be
selves a crucial question: GETTY IMAGES
good for the Games, for
They love sports, but do
sports love them in return? The American writer Dave the hosts, for the participants and for the fans.
On a recent panel which discussed some of the
Zirin wrote a whole book about how the games we love
are being ruined. He says in Bad Sports that if sports issues above, we were asked about our hope and fear
was once like a playful puppy you would wrestle on the about the future. My hope is that sport becomes more
oor, it is now like a house cat demanding to be stroked inclusive, more participatory in India. My greatest fear
— in the current context — is that we might get the
and giving nothing back.
How did, asks Zirin, sport become so overbearing in timing wrong and resume competition before it is
our culture, and yet so distant from our personal em absolutely safe to do so. •
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